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Join the legion of fans who have made Erin Hunterâ€™s Warriors series a #1 national

bestsellerâ€”with new editions featuring a striking new look! More thrilling fantasy, fierce warrior cats,

and epic adventures await in Warriors #3: Forest of Secrets.Allegiances are shifting among the

Clans of warrior cats that roam the forest. With tensions so delicately balanced, friends can become

enemies overnight, and some cats are willing to kill to get what they want.Fireheart is determined to

find out the truth about the mysterious death of the former ThunderClan deputy Redtail. But as he

searches for answers, he uncovers secrets that might be better left hiddenâ€¦.Supports the Common

Core State Standards
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I've read all of the Warriors series, and they are all the best books ever! This one is one of my

favorites, since it has so many surprises, and, like lots of reviews say, its really descriptive. I agree,

its one of the saddest books, with the death and all, but it's really, really, good, too!In this

installemnt, Fireheart struggles to get Graystripe to stop seeing Silverstream, and their relationship

does end, but in a different way than you might think. There are floods, and RIverClan is chased out

of their camp, so Fireheart and Graystripe try to help them. Plus Tigerclaw makes an attempt to kill

FIreheart.This series is the best one that I've ever read, and to all that haven't already: Read them!



Graystripe's new lover is having a newborn and both cat's are very excited. When Graystripe breaks

the news to Fireheart, Fireheart starts to worry how long they plan this secret to continue on.Truth

has finally been revealed about Tigerclaw's darkest secret and was spreaded around the

Thunderclan camp like wildfire. A huge battle was broken in between Thunderclan and Tigerclaw.

But Tigerclaw isn't intrested in killing Thunderclan cats, he's intrested in killing their leader so he can

become the devilish leader he's always wanted to be. He fails when Fireheart comes in for the

rescue. Soon afterward, Tigerclaw was kicked out of Thunderclan for good.The most saddest event

is uncovered between Graystripe and Silverstream. Graystripe thought it would be best if he stayed

in Riverclan were Silverstream was. Fireheart feels as if his clan is falling apart and he doesn't know

how to repair it.

Fire alone can save our clan.......Fireheart is a your handsome ginger tom. He is trying to tell the

leader, Bluestar that Tigerclaw has murdered Redtail and is power thirsty. Bluestar does not beileve

him because Tigerclaw is deputy and would never do that. To prove that Tigerclaw didn't kill

Oakheart in avenge for Redtails death he askes a loner or to us a stray, Ravenpaw, to tell him what

happened. Ravenpaw was in Thunderclan which is a group of cats. He says that Oakheart died

from a rockfall. Now he knows the dark warrior is lying. What's going to happen read the book to

find out!This is my favorite series of all time. It is detailed and the characters are realistic. Once you

except that cats can't talk it seems very real. I wish is could rate it infentity stars, but it only goes up

to five. READ IN ORDER. IT WILL SEEM CONFUSING IF YOU DON'T.

This story is about Fireheart on a quest appointed by himself to find out the truth behind a

power-thirsty murder and also to uncover proof and details to back up his story that Tigerclaw is

behind the whole treachery. On the way to find the truth he discovers secrets unknown to the rest of

the clans (except those who witnessed them) and meets other obstacles on the way. This story is

the most suspenseful one in the series along with the perplexing prophesies and the weep-out-loud

deaths and partings. There is also a shocking ending which I assure you will enjoy.

I've read almost all the books in the warriors series (not #6) and I find that this one seems to have

the one ending that Erin seems to have outdone herself with, I sggest that when you get to the last

two chapters that you are ing a nice quiet place where nobody can see you, because ( don't want to

give to much away if your thinking about buying it) it's really hard to take Graystripe going across



the river with his kits to river caln with Fireheart watching for an ending. There's alot of stuff that

happens in this book and I think it's one of the best ones in the series.

These were some of my daughter's favorite books when she was young, and she recommended

them to all her friends.. She made me buy each new one in hardback the moment they came out,

which wasn't cheap. She hung on to them for ages, until parting with them as a young adult. When I

saw this series was on the Kindle and on sale, I had to buy them for nostalgia's sake and for her to

read again. I will reading them myself at some point.

When Fireheart finds Greystripe with Silverstream, things start to go wrong. Kits are born and

Greystripe must face the choice of leaving is clan to be with his kits or to give his 2 kits (Stormkit

and Featherkit) to Riverclan. Fireheart knows that he can't make the disition for Greystripe... A great

book!!! Kits, Apprentices, and Warriors alike will adore this book. So grab a copy, curl up (don't

forget a mouse for a sank) and enjoy!!!!!- Moonpelt Thunderclan Warrior

Fireheart finally has proof that Tigerclaw isn't what Bluestar thinks he is. He rushes back to the clan

to spread the news,but it's too late. Tigerclaw has already started attacking the Clan, with a group of

rogue cats. He is planning to kill Bluestar in her den while the rogue cats attack, so that the rogue

cats will take the blame,then become leader of the clan.....As you read this book, secrets will reveal

the shocking truth. I HIGHLY recommend this book and you won't be sorry if you read it.
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